
VENEER



OORJAA
Oorjaa is an exploration of light that reflects our love 
of material, craftsmanship and sustainable living. 
Crafted with care, every lamp is alive with the inimitable 
individuality of the handmade. We subtract the 
superfluous, in both our aesthetic and our methods, 
evolving designs that are easy on the eye and the 
environment.

Oorjaa is a design studio that handcrafts sustainable 
materials into lamps for retail and custom lighting 
solutions for commissioned spaces and projects. Our 
roots lie in Bangalore’s first handmade paper studio 
established in 1998 by Jenny Pinto. Today, in partnership 
with Radeesh Shetty of The Purple Turtles, we continue 
to be led by the idea of combining waste and natural 
fibre to create beautiful lights and are committed to our 
ethos of living lightly.



VENEER COLLECTION

Harvested from tree bark that regenerates every 
nine years, Uncork is an expression of contemporary 
forms. It throws new light on a beautifully sustainable 
material, that is usually hidden away in industrial use.



Mozukai Drum

Inspired by beauty of wood
Introducing our handmade veneer pendant light. Inspired by the 

internal beauty of wood and radiating a warm and attractive 
atmosphere, this is perfect for residences, corporate and hospitality 

spaces.

Sizes

Recommended
4-7 Watts 

E-27 holder

JPSP1330JPSP1329 JPSP1331

Not inclusive of LED

Order code

300mm L 
300mm W
180mm H

400mm L 
400mm W
200mm H

450mm L 
450mm W
230mm H
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